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The magnetic dipole gamma-ray strength function for some strongly deformed heavy
nuclei is computed on the basis of the Nilsson model, pairing, and a residual spin-spin
interaction. The strength of the spin-spin interaction is adjusted to give average agree-
ment with experiment of effective spin g factors for low-energy ~1 transitions and mo-
ments. Predictions are made for average jtf 1 widths of primary transitions following
neutron capture; the predictions are in reasonable agreement with recent data.

Existing experimental data on the reduced
widths of primary magnetic dipole transitions in
the (n, y) reaction have recently been summa-
rized by Bollinger. ' The reduced widths for y-
ray transitions of 4- to 9-MeV energy are found
to be, on the average, some 10 to 20 times larg-
er than "single-particle" estimates. " It is the
purpose of this note to present some results of
a simple computation, with no ad hoc assump-
tions, which can account for some of these re-
sults.

By reduced width we mean the quantity'

k~, = I'r (Ml, i f)E r D

where, for a transition from a resonance i to a
final state f, I'& is the partial radiative width (in
eV), E& is the y-ray energy in MeV, and D is the
average spacing in the region of the initial state
of levels of the same spin and parity, also in
MeV. The experimental values of k~, summa-
rized by Bollinger are average values, obtained
either by averaging results for several individual
resonances or by finding the average ratio of
I'z(M1)/&z(E1) by the "average-spectrum" meth-
od4 and normalizing by use of Carpenter's re-
sults' for average I'&(E1) values. The experimen-
tal values are considered uncertain by a factor
of about 2.

In order to get a reasonable estimate of aver-
age reduced widths we start with the independent-
particle model, modified by a pairing interaction,
to get the energies and strengths of two-quasipar.
ticle (2QP) M1 excitations. The strengths cor-
responding to these excitations will be spread
over many nuclear states, of course. For spher-
ical nuclei only a small number of 2QP excita-

tions will have any strength, and thus any pre-
diction of a strength function depends sensitively
on the details of the damping, due to residual
nuclear interaction, of the M1 excitations into
the sea of actual nuclear states of the same spin
and parity. For nuclei with an equilibrium quad-
rupole deformation, however, the strength is al-
ready split into many more 2QP excitations; the
deformation spreads the strength naturally, and
if the damping width is neither very large nor
very small compared with the splitting width,
then a simple smoothing of the results should be
realistic.

The strengths predicted by such an independent-
quasiparticle model are of the right order of
magnitude, but peak at too low an energy to ac-
count for the experimental data. It is known,
however, that the effective spin g factors for nuc-
leons in individual-particle models are smaller
than their free values, and that this may, at
least in part, be attributed to a spin polarization
of the nuclear core. Following a line of thought
due to Fujita and collaborators, ' we can relate
the reduction of the g factors for low-energy
(seniority-conserving) transitions and moments
to an upward shift in the strength function for
transitions in which the seniority changes by 2
units. Indeed, calculations of the g-factor re-
normalization for deformed rare-earth nuclei
have already been done by Bochnacki and Ogaza';
we simply use their model to see the effects on
the strength function for M1 transitions in the
energy region of interest to us.

In the long-wavelength limit, the partial width
for M1 y-ray emission from an initial state with
total angular momentum I; to a final state with
angular momentum Iq can be expressed as

ly(M1, I~-If) =2.76x 10 sEy3 Q ((IMMI ~M(M1, v)[I;Mg)
~

My. , K

with I'& in eV, X& in MeV, and

A
M(M1, ~) = E Lg U)4(i)+S, (i)s.(AI

(2)
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We then, in the spirit of Blatt and Weisskopf, ' estimate the average M1 partial width by replacing the
individual strength (squared matrix element) by a strength function (sum of squared matrix elemets
per MeV) multiplied by the experimental average level spacing (in MeV):

(Z'z(M1, I -I )) =2.76x10 'E 'DS(E&,I, -I . ),

and thus,

(k~, (I~-If) = 2.76 x10 'S(Ey, Iq-I~).

(4)

The strength function we compute from the strength of 2QP excitations at energy E&. We thus assume
a form of Brink's hypothesis' that the strength due to 2QP excitations is independent of the detailed
structure of the final state. ' We assume that the deformed nuclei are axially symmetric, and thus
that K, the component of total angular momentum along the symmetry axis, is a good quantum number,
at least for the final states. Then the M1 strength function may be written as

where

IfKf) Sl( )+1~(Isi1PIf I Kf ~0~~f)l ISO( ) Sl( )] (6)

+8 (spin- spin), (8)

where the Nilsson' Hamiltonian is taken between
basis states in the asymptotic representation, "
the pairing Hamiltonian is the usual one, "and we

use, as did Bochnacki and Ogaza, the schematic
spin-spin interaction

H(spin-spin) = —,'V, ps~ ~ sI,
1'J

with the exchange matrix elements neglected.
Bochnacki and Ogaza give evidence that the ef-
fective neutron-proton spin-spin interaction is
considerably weaker than that between like nu-
cleons. We have neglected the neutron-proton
interaction, but as long as the like-nucleon inter-
action strength is adjusted to fit the experimen-
tal g-factor renormalization the predicted strength
functions are essentially unaffected by this ne-
glect. We found that the average proton-proton
interaction required to fit the effective g factors
was somewhat larger th" n the average neutron-
neutron interaction, and thus adopted ~0 2100
&M ' 'MeV, where M represents the number of
protons for the p-p interaction and the number of
neutrons for the n-n interaction. "

The eigenvalue problem was solved in the

S„(E„)ALE = g l (2QP,K = K!M(M1, K) l g.s.)!'.
F.y, ~

The branching ratios implicit in Eq. (6) will be
discussed elsewhere; from now on in the present
note we set the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient equal
to its average value of (-,')"'.

The 2QP wave functions and energies are taken
to be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the
following intrinsic Hamiltonian:

H(intrinsic) =H(Nilsson) +H(pairing)
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Fig. 1. The K=1 and K=O magnetic-dipole strength
function results for Er 6 . The curves labeled 2QP
are based on the Nilsson model and pairing. For the
curves labeled HPA a residual schematic spin-spin in-
teraction has been introduced and the random-phase ap-
proximation used.

! usual Tamm-Dancoff and random phase approx-
imations, and the strength functions were found

by smoothing over 1.25-MeV regions. The
random-phase-approximation results for Er"'
are shown in Fig. 1. The exact locations of the
peaks in the strength functions must be consid-
ered somewhat uncertain because of uncertain-
ties in the strength of the spin-spin interaction
and an uncertainty in the scale factor (we have
used K&u, =41A "' MeV). The (k) values predict-
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ity-two excitations which are shifted upward in

energy by a residual interaction. In the sense
that the strength functions show peaks which ex-
haust most of the available strength, one may
speak of them as M1 giant resonances.

We wish to thank L. M. Bollinger and G. E.
Thomas for communicating their results before
publication, and J.-I. Fujita for helpful discus-
sions.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of computed values for average
reduced width (k~&) with the experimental values sum-
marized by Bollinger (Ref. 1). The experimental val-
ues for Er188 Tmivo and Ta182 are from the work of
L. M. Bollinger and G. E. Thomas [Phys. Rev. Letters
21, 233 (1968), and Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 13, 721 (1968),
and private communications). That for H~f~ is from
D. J. Buss and H, . K. Smither (Bollinger, Ref. 1). The
value for U23~ was derived by I. Bergqvist [Nucl. Phys.
74, 15 (1965)] from his results and from those of H. E.
Jackson [Phys. Rev. 134, 8931 (1964}}.Recent results
on capture in the lowest eight resonances lead to a val-
ue of 40 [D. L. Price, R. E. Chrien, O. A. Wasson,
M. R. Bhat, M. Beer, M. A. Lone, and R. Graves,
Nucl. Phys. A121, 630 (1968)].

ed for several deformed nuclei are compared
with the experimental data in Fig. 2. Since nei-
ther the experimental numbers nor the results of
the computation can be considered very precise,
the agreement seems satisfactory and to imply
that the experimental strength is due to senior-
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